30 courses have been recognized as provincial-level first-class courses! Interpretation of the Wenken course construction
attached at the end of the article, don’t miss it
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Recently, the Office of the Zhejiang Provincial Department of Education announced the results of the 2020 provincial first-class curriculum certification. Our
school's "Principles of Accounting I", "World Literature", "Principles of Biology", "Dynamic Graphic Design", "Me and Society" and other 30 courses were rated as
"provincial first-class offline courses".
This time the provincial online first-class courses (including international courses) are identified by the method of "school declaration, provincial
and departmental review". The selection categories include offline first-class courses, online and offline hybrid first-class courses (including
international courses) and society Practice first-class courses, etc.
According to the requirements, the participating courses must be constructed and improved for at least two semesters or teaching cycles to achieve
substantial reform results, with distinctive characteristics and good teaching effects among similar courses.
Finally, after school recommendation, expert review, filing review, deliberation at the office meeting of the director, and online publicity, 2,380 courses in the
province are the first-class provincial-level courses in 2020, including 400 provincial-level online first-class courses and 1,080 offline first-class courses. There
are 691 online and offline mixed first-class courses, 105 social practice first-class courses, 1 provincial-level international first-class online course, 82 offline
first-class courses, and 21 online and offline mixed first-class courses.
This time, Winken selected a total of 30 courses to participate in the evaluation, all of which were rated as "provincial first-class offline courses",
covering courses in business, literature, science and technology and national conditions.

About curriculum construction
How is the Winken course set up?
In the 2019-2020 academic year, the school offers a total of 318 undergraduate courses with a total of 1,097 classes. All associate senior
professors are 100% involved in the teaching of undergraduate courses.

The school fully introduces the American curriculum system, aiming to cultivate the concept of lifelong learning for students. The American
curriculum system covers general education, professional education and elective courses. Among them, general education courses include basic guide module,

humanities module, social science module, scientific mathematics module, sports health module. Professional education covers professional supporting courses,
professional elective courses and professional core courses.
Elective courses are provided by each college, covering low-level and high-level elective courses. Students can choose courses of interest from
courses other than their own professional training programs to enrich their university studies. The school provides students with a relaxed and independent
development space. According to different majors, elective courses that meet the characteristics of each major are formulated. The percentage of elective course
credits to the total credits is 13%-34%. Students can choose professional elective courses and interdisciplinary elective courses according to their interests.

What is the experience of taking classes in Winken?
Winken implements an American-style small class and exploratory teaching model. Small classes are reflected in the average number of students in
about 85% of the school’s courses below 30; the language courses are mostly 15-20 students in order to comply with the law of language teaching. The
exploratory teaching model is embodied in the following: in the classroom, the students' creativity and critical thinking are used to complete tasks through team
activities, and the teaching feedback is emphasized to ensure the teaching effect.

Teachers use modern technologies such as network resources and online course platforms to deepen American classrooms, create an educational
atmosphere of autonomous learning and active exploration, and create new classrooms that integrate content delivery, group discussions,
brainstorming and other teaching methods. American teaching strictly controls the process of learning. After-school homework, quizzes, classroom
presentations, group projects and other process results will be strictly included in the total score of the course, and the proportion of final exams is small.

In the aspect of student assessment, the use of multiple evaluation methods, focusing on the combination of developmental evaluation, formative evaluation
and summative evaluation, comprehensively examines students through multiple evaluation methods, pays attention to the development process, and pays
attention to the growth of students in the curriculum.

At the same time, the school flexibly uses the learning platform to achieve linkages inside and outside the class. Outside the classroom, the school
and Mecan use the Blackboard learning platform synchronously to focus on the learner, covering the entire teaching process, seamlessly linking preclass tasks and preview, learning and communication during class, post-class evaluation and feedback. In the interactive communication area, students
can use the learning platform to send emails, real-time chat, group collaboration, etc., and teachers can arrange homework and test exams on the Blackboard.
Turnitin integrated with Blackboard is a system for checking papers. Turnitin can detect the repetition rate of English papers, put an end to academic plagiarism,
and safeguard academic integrity.
Winken was awarded the list of "provincial first-class courses"
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